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scene 1. Goldilocks’ Birthday
(An explorers’ summer camp. A huge banner reads EXPLORERS’ SUMMER CAMP-PARENTS’ DAY. 

Goldilocks is with her parents, having a picnic. Goldilocks is dressed as an explorer and she is always 

carrying a rag doll. Today is the day parents can visit their children at the camp. Goldilocks and her 

father are playing hide and seek.)

Father:   Goldilocks! let’s play hide and seek!

Goldilocks:  okay, yes! i’ll hide.

Father:   One, two, three, four, and five.... I’m coming! (Shouting.) I’m coming!! (Exit Father.)

Mother:  (To audience.) Shhhhhhh! Today is Goldilocks’ birthday, and we have prepared a surprise for 

her. this super explorer backpack! and a nice birthday cake! (Mother pulls out a birthday 

cake.) (To audience.) Can you help us to sing happy birthday to Goldilocks?

(Enter a bear, who tries to steal some food, but Mother sees him and starts shouting. Enter the Camp 

Instructor.)

instructor:  What is it?

Mother:  a bear! a bear!

instructor:  (Seeing the bear.) Get out of here! (The instructor scares the bear away.) oh! i hate bears! 

Bears steal food, they are dirty and leave their rubbish everywhere. I’m so sorry about this!

Mother:  oh, thank you, sir!

(Exit Instructor.)

(Enter Goldilocks.)

Goldilocks:  Safe! Dad, I’m safe! (Goldilocks sees the mess.) What happened here, Mum?

Mother:  A bear came and tried to steal our food. 

Father:   (Off.) Goldilocks, where are you? I’m going to catch you!!

Goldilocks:  Mum, don’t tell Daddy I’m here. (Hides behind Mother.)

(Enter Father.  He sees Goldilocks.)

Father:   i found you!

Mother:  happy birthday, Goldilocks!

(Her parents and the audience sing Happy Birthday to Goldilocks and give her a present and a birthday 

cake.)
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Mother:  Come on Goldilocks, open it!

Goldilocks:  (Opening her present.) Thank you! I love it, it’s great!

Father:   ok, let’s share the cake.

Goldilocks:  No, it’s mine!

Mother:  Goldilocks it’s your birthday cake you must share with your friends. (Pointing to the audience.) 

Goldilocks:  no, i don’t want to!

Father:   Oh! Goldilocks, that’s not very nice!

Goldilocks: i don’t care. (Goldilocks starts eating.)

Mother:  Can I have a piece?

Goldilocks:  But….I am hungry!

oFF voice:   Good Afternoon, we would like to remind you that the parents’ visit has now ended. Thank you 

all very much for coming!

Father:   Goldilocks, we must go. Goodbye, be a good girl!

Goldilocks:  ok. Bye!

Mother:  Goodbye, Goldilocks! 

Goldilocks:  Goodbye, Mum!

(Goldilocks opens her backpack.)

Goldilocks:  (Looking inside the backpack, excited.)

I Want to Be an Explorer

I like adventures

And sleeping under the stars, 

Walking through the forest, 

In the river I’ll take a bath. 

Playing with animals, 

Running over the grass, 

Over the grass, over the grass, over the grass. 

I want to be, an explorer, I want to be, 

I want to be, I want be, 

I want to be, an explorer, I want to be, 

An explorer, I want to be, I want to be. 
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Singing with the birds, 

When the sun is rising, 

Meeting some friends on the way. 

Going far away, to a nameless land, 

Over the grass, over the grass, over the grass. 

I want to be, an explorer, I want to be, 

I want to be, I want to be, 

I want to be, an explorer, I want to be, 

An explorer, I want to be, I want to be. 

scene 2. camp traininG
(We hear the explorers’ anthem. Enter Karen, another explorer.)

karen:   hello, Goldilocks! 

Goldilocks:  hello, karen!

(Enter Instructor.)

instructor:  hello, explorers! 

Goldilocks

and karen:  Good morning, sir!

instructor:  (To audience.) Good morning explorers! I can’t hear you guys! Goldilocks, Karen, bring me 

some explorers up onto the stage. (Goldilocks and Karen go down into the audience and 

return with some of the students.) Good! First of all: What is your name, explorer? (He 

asks the kids their names) My name is Mr. Ferguson, okay? What’s my name? Good!  Now, 

the explorer salute! (The instructor teaches them how to do it, Goldilocks doesn’t know 

how to do it properly.) Goldilocks! Your punishment is to do five pushups. An explorer must 

be fit and strong. (The instructor makes the kids run around and do some exercises.) 

Remember the explorers’ law: An explorer makes friends! (The instructor makes children 

hug.) Let’s practice the handshake. An explorer always is positive! (The instructor makes 
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the children smile.) An explorer is strong! (The instructor makes them flex their muscles.) 

An explorer loves animals - but not bears; bears eat everything they can, and they leave their 

rubbish all over the forest. 

Today, we are going to learn how to recycle. You must never leave your rubbish anywhere, 

you must always use the bins. Goldilocks, bring me the yellow bin, please. Karen, bring me 

the blue and the green bins, please. Okay. We put the paper in the blue one, like this. (The 

instructor shows the kids how to do it.) Now, we put the glass in the green one. (The 

instructor puts a bottle in the bin.) And the plastic items go into the yellow bin. Okay? Let’s 

see if you have learned it. (The instructor asks the kids where to put different things.) 

Good! Now, you are going to be good explorers! But remember what I said about bears. Bears 

are dirty. I hate bears. If you see a bear just call me, I will catch him! Okay? My name is Mr. 

Ferguson. What’s my name? Yes, Mr. Ferguson!

  And now let’s make the explorer’s promise:

I Promise to do my best

To be honest

To be fair

To be friendly and to share

The Camp Song

An explorer must be strong, 

Working all day long, 

If an explorer you want to be, 

You must learn these things! 

Grass is your bed, 

The sky is your roof, 

Keep the forests clean, 

This is the proof.

You must love nature, 

Animals, and friends. 

If you are an explorer, 

These things you have to learn. 

An explorer always smiles, 

Even when things are not right. 

If an explorer you want to be, 

You must learn these things. 

TRACK 14
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instructor:  Very good explorers, now you can return to your seats.

(In a corner, Goldilocks and Karen start fighting over Goldilocks’ rag doll.)

instructor: What’s going on here?

karen:   Goldilocks doesn’t want to share her doll.

instructor:  Goldilocks!

Goldilocks:  i don’t want to.

instructor:  Remember the explorers’ promise? (The instructor reminds Goldilocks with the help of 

the audience.)

I promise to do my best

To be honest

To be fair

To be friendly and

To share

To share, Goldilocks! To share.

Goldilocks: i don’t want to!

instructor:  If you do not respect the explorers’ law, I have no choice… (The instructor removes 

Goldilocks' badge. She gets angry and starts crying.)

(Exit the Instructor, leaving his backpack behind. Karen sees the backpack. Goldilocks snatches it 

away from her angrily.)

Goldilocks:  It’s mine.

(Goldilocks goes into the woods, crying. She gets lost.)

instructor:  Remember the explorer’s laws and behave yourselves. And if you see a bear, call my name, 

okay? What’s my name? Mr. Ferguson! Good! (The instructor realises that Goldilocks is 

missing.) Karen, where is Goldilocks?

karen:   i don’t know, sir!

instructor:  W (Shouting.)  Goldilocks! 

karen:   Goldilocks!

(Exit. The instructor returns.)
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instructor:  (To the audience.) And remember! If you see a bear just call me. Bears leave their rubbish in 

the forest. Do you remember my name? Mr. Ferguson! Very good! Goldilocks! Goldilocks!

(The Instructor leaves the scene.)

scene 3. Bears’ house
(Music. The scene is the bears’ house. The bears are waking up after hibernating all winter. An alarm 

clock sounds. First Daddy Bear wakes up first. He starts cleaning the house. Then Mummy Bear and 

Teddy also wake up.)

daddy Bear:  (To audience.) Good morning! Hello. My name is Daddy Bear. Can you help me to wake up 

Mummy Bear and Teddy? Mummy Bear! Teddy!

MuMMy Bear:  Good morning! Hello, kids! My name is Mummy Bear.

teddy:   Good morning Daddy, Mummy! I need a wee.

(Teddy exits for a moment. We can hear water flushing. He re-enters.)

teddy:   Excuse me, kids! My name is Teddy!

(Daddy Bear gives out some toothbrushes.)

daddy Bear:  First, we must wash our face and our hands, and brush our teeth.

(The bears do the actions with the audience.)

MuMMy Bear:  OK, now we must do some exercise. (To the audience.) Come on everybody! Exercise is very 

good! Let’s begin! Touch your head, now shoulders, knees and toes. Good! Where are the 

eyes? Yes! And the ears? Good! And where is the mouth? Yes! And where is the nose?

Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes

Head, shoulders, knees and toes, 
knees and toes.

Head, shoulders, knees and toes, 
knees and toes.
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And eyes, and ears, and mouth, 

and nose.

Head, shoulders, knees and toes, 

knees and toes.

teddy:   With all this exercise, I am hungry!

daddy Bear:  Are you hungry?

MuMMy Bear

and teddy:  Yes! We are very hungry!

daddy Bear:  Very good! Let’s make breakfast. Help me with the table and chairs.

(The bears bring a table and three chairs onto the stage.) 

MuMMy Bear:  tablecloth….

teddy:   napkins….

MuMMy Bear:  cups…

teddy:   spoons…

daddy Bear:  Hot milk…

teddy:   honey….

MuMMy Bear:  Cereal. Honey pops! Yum, yum, yum!

(Then they sit down to eat.)

daddy Bear:  I’m starving. (He tries a spoonful and shouts out. He has burnt his tongue.) ahhhhhh!

teddy:   What?

daddy Bear: Water, water! 

(Mummy Bear gives him some water.)

MuMMy Bear:  Oh no! There is no bread. I’m going to buy some bread while the breakfast is cooling.

teddy:   Okay Mummy. Goodbye!

daddy Bear:  Goodbye!

(Exit Mummy Bear.)

teddy:   Daddy, while we’re waiting, let’s go to the woods to play hide and seek!

daddy Bear:  Okay! Let’s go!
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(Exit Daddy Bear and Teddy.)

(Enter Goldilocks.)

Goldilocks:  I am lost! I am very tired. (To the audience.) What can I do? Oh, what a beautiful house! 

Goldilocks enters the house.

Goldilocks:  Is anyone there? Hello? Anyone?

(Goldilocks sees the table laid for breakfast.)

Goldilocks:  Honey pops! Yum, yum, yum! Delicious! (Goldilocks starts to eat from Daddy Bear’s bowl.) 

ah! it’s too hot! (Tries Mummy Bear’s bowl.) ah! it’s too cold! (Tries Teddy’s bowl.) Yum! 

this is just perfect! (Goldilocks eats.) oh, look at these chairs! (Sits on Daddy Bear’s chair.) 

oh, no! it’s too hard. (Sits in Mummy Bear’s chair.) This one’s not comfortable enough, it’s 

too soft! What’s the matter with these people? (Sits in Teddy’s chair.) this is perfect! (The 

chair breaks.) Damn chair! (Goldilocks sees the beds.) oh! look at those beds! (First she 

tries Daddy Bear’s bed.) it’s too hard! (Gets up and tries Mummy Bear’s bed.) this one 

is too soft! (Tries Teddy’s bed.) this is perfect! not too hard, not too soft! Just perfect. (Falls 

asleep.)

(Enter Teddy and Daddy Bear.)

teddy:   Daddy I’m very hungry now.

daddy Bear:  Me too. Let’s have our breakfast!

teddy:   (Seeing his bowl is empty.) Daddy! Someone has eaten my cereal!

daddy Bear:  So they have, son! (Looking at his chair.) And someone has been sitting in my chair!

teddy:  Daddy, someone has been sitting in my chair too… and it’s broken! Why? Why? (Teddy 

begins to cry and Daddy Bear tries to calm him down.) I’ll give you a beating. Fight! Fight!

(Daddy Bear looks at his bed.)

daddy Bear:  Someone’s been sleeping in my bed!

teddy:   Oh! Daddy! Someone has been sleeping on my bed too… and she’s still there!

(Goldilocks wakes up and sees the bears.)

Goldilocks:  (Frightened) oh, no! Bears! help!

daddy Bear:  What are you doing here?

teddy:   Oh! Daddy, I want to be her friend. I want to play with someone. Please? Please? 
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daddy Bear:  (To Goldilocks) What are you doing in my house?

Goldilocks:  Please! I am sorry! 

daddy Bear:   What is your name, girl?

Goldilocks:  My name is Goldilocks.

daddy Bear:  Goldilocks, why did you make all this mess?

Goldilocks:  Well….

daddy Bear:  Well?

teddy:   My name is Teddy. Oh! What a beautiful doll, can I see it?

Goldilocks:  No. It’s mine.

daddy Bear:  Goldilocks, why have you broken the chair?

teddy:   Yes, why? It was my chair!

Goldilocks:  it was an accident.

teddy:   Maybe you have something in your backpack that can help Daddy to fix it.

daddy Bear:  Yes, let’s fix it!

(Goldilocks opens the backpack.)

teddy:  Look Daddy, tools! Rope, a pair of binoculars for finding honey, a multi-purpose knife...  you 

could fix my chair with this!

daddy Bear:  Great! 

Goldilocks:  No, it’s mine. 

teddy:   But.... you broke my chair!

(Daddy Bear and Teddy sit down in the remaining chairs. Goldilocks sits down on the floor but she is 

uncomfortable.)

daddy Bear:  Okay Goldilocks, you have the tools to fix the chair, and I know how to fix it. Lend me your tools 

and I can fix the chair, and then you can sit down. What do you think?

teddy:   Yes! Teamwork! I love teamwork! It’s fun!

(Goldilocks remains silent.)

daddy Bear:  Let’s have breakfast, Teddy!

teddy:   Yes, I am starving.

(They start eating.)
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Goldilocks:  But I am hungry, too. I want to have breakfast! I want to have breakfast!

(Daddy Bear and Teddy pretend not to hear her. Goldilocks starts crying.)

Goldilocks:  you are so cruel!

(Finally Goldilocks understands. She offers her tools to Daddy Bear.)

daddy Bear:  Ok. Very good, Goldilocks, let’s fix it. (He fixes the chair.) Now you can sit down and have 

your breakfast.

Goldilocks:  thank you! (Goldilocks eats her breakfast.)

teddy:    Daddy, can we go and play into the woods?

daddy Bear: Ok! But first help me clean up this mess before your mother comes back.

teddy:   Yes, teamwork! Goldilocks, do you want to help us?

Goldilocks:  yes.

(They tidy up the house. Scene changes.)

teddy:   That’s it! Can we go out to play now? Please? Please? Please?

daddy Bear:  Okay, but don’t go too far, stay close to the house.

teddy:   Goodbye, daddy!

Goldilocks:  Goodbye, sir! Thank you very much for your hospitality, breakfast and everything.

daddy Bear:  Goodbye. Remember stay close to the house! And take these bananas, bananas are good for 

kids.

teddy:   okay. dad, thank you.

Goldilocks:  Thank you, sir. I’ll give you my binoculars to find honey.

daddy Bear:  thank you, Goldilocks!

(Teddy and Goldilocks go to the forest and start playing with their toys, they share them. Teddy eats a 

banana and throws it away. They exit, playing.)

scene 4. in the forest
(Enter the instructor, looking for Goldilocks.)
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instructor:  Goldilocks! (To the audience.) Have you seen Goldilocks? (He sees the skin banana and 

asks the audience.) Do you know who left this banana skin here? It must have been a bear! 

Oh, I hate bears! They are so dirty! If you see a bear, just call me. Do you remember my 

name? My name is Mr Ferguson, okay?

(Exit the Instructor. Enter Goldilocks and Teddy enter, playing with their toys.)

Goldilocks:  let’s play hide and seek!

teddy:   okay! 

(Enter the instructor, carrying a net. He sees Teddy. Goldilocks and Teddy carry on playing. The 

instructor catches Teddy.)

instructor: Got you! Goldilocks, quickly, move away! This bear is very dangerous!

Goldilocks:  Teddy! No, Mr. Ferguson, he’s my friend!

teddy:   Please, let me go!

instructor:  Ha! You will never leave your rubbish in the forest again! Goldilocks, are you okay? 

Goldilocks:  Yes, sir. Please! He is my friend. I was lost in the forest and he saved me. He and his father 

took good care of me and I’ve learned a very important lesson from them. Let him go!

instructor:  What lesson did you learn?

Goldilocks:  The importance of sharing and working as a team.

instructor:  Goldilocks! Have you learned how to share with others and work as a team?

Goldilocks:  Yes, sir! You have to let him go!

instructor:  i can’t. Bears are dirty!

Goldilocks:  Mr. Ferguson, I think they are only dirty because nobody taught them how to recycle. But we 

can work together to teach him how to do it.

teddy:   I’m sorry! I don’t know what to do with my rubbish. Can you teach me please?

instructor:  Is that true? Okay. What’s your name, explorer?

teddy:   My name is Teddy, Sir. 

instructor:  (To the audience.) Can you help Teddy? Can you teach him how to recycle? 

Goldilocks:  Yes! Teamwork!

instructor:  What do you think? Okay. I always carry rubbish bags for recycling. In the yellow bag, we put 

the plastic things, in the blue one we put the paper, in the green bag we put the glass and 

in the organic bag we put food. Let’s practise. (The instructor asks with different things.) 

Where you should put this plastic bottle?

teddy:   Plastic… in the yellow bag.

instructor:  Excellent! And a glass bottle?

teddy:   Glass… in the green one.
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instructor:  Good! And this map?

teddy:   Paper… in the blue bag.

instructor:  Yes! I hope you have learned the lesson!

teddy:  Yes sir! Look, I have this banana. (Teddy eats the banana.) Now I have to put the skin in the 

blue bag.

instructor: What?

teddy:   Just kidding! It goes in the organic bag.

instructor:  Very good, Teddy!

teddy:   Now I must go home. My Mummy and Daddy will be worried!

instructor:  Okay. Teddy! Now, don’t forget the lesson! I’m counting on you to keep the forest clean, now 

you are an explorer!

teddy:  okay, sir! Goodbye! thank you, Goldilocks! (Teddy and Goldilocks hug.) You’re a good 

friend. Goodbye! Come and visit me sometime!

Goldilocks:  i will! Goodbye!

instructor:  (To the audience.) Okay kids, let’s do some training. An explorer makes friends; an explorer 

must be strong; an explorer must recycle his rubbish! Good!

karen:   (Shouting off stage.) Goldilocks, where are you? Goldilocks!

Goldilocks and instructor: We are here, karen!

(Enter Karen. She runs to Goldilocks and hugs her.)

karen:   you’re safe!

Goldilocks:  (Goldilocks gives her doll to Karen.) I’m sorry Karen. Here, I want to share my doll with you!

instructor:   You have finally learned to share. I am very proud of you!

Goldilocks:  Yes sir! You can have much more fun sharing things with friends.

instructor:  Very good, Goldilocks! (Triumphant music is heard. The Instructor places Goldilocks in 

the middle of the stage.) Goldilocks, it is an honour for me to grant you the good explorer’s 

badge. 

i Want to Share

I promise to do my best,

to be honest, to be fair,

to be friendly and to share.

I promise to do my best,

to share my happiness,

to share it with my friends.

 16track
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I’m happy when I share,

all the things I do.

I’m happy when I share, when I share.

I really want to do

all these things with you.

With my friends, I want to share, with my friends.

If you take my hand,

together we can play.

We can walk along the way.

I promise to do my best,

to share my happiness,

to share it with my friends.

I’m happy when I share

all the things I do.

I’m happy when I share, when I share.

I really want to do

all these things with you.

With my friends, I want to share, with my friends.

the end 
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